Annual Scholarships for Study in France
awarded by the French Division
of the Department of Languages and Literatures
of Europe and the Americas

Please read carefully and take note of the appropriate scholarship(s) for you.
Scholarships will be awarded based upon the quality and completion of the application.

Simian-Baciu Scholarship Guidelines:
• enrolled in a degree program at UHM
• sufficient language proficiency to pursue study/research in France
• financial need
• verification of application in at least a semester’s program of study in France

Preference given to:
• research on Rumanian influence on French literature
• no previous study in France

Anita Hecht Scholarship Guidelines:
• enrolled in an undergraduate degree program at UHM
• French major
• sufficient language proficiency to pursue study in France
• financial need
• verification of application in at least a semester’s program of study in France

Preference given to those with no previous study in France

Betsy Tan Scholarship Guidelines:
• enrolled full-time in 2nd year or above of study at UHM
• demonstrated strong desire to continue study of French beyond study abroad
• overall GPA of 3.
• financial need
• participation in related French activities
• verification of application in at least a semester’s program of study in France
  (depending on the circumstances, summer study may apply)

Preference given to graduates of UH Lab School, former students of Betsy Tan
Submit only one application but indicate which scholarship(s) apply to you:

_______ Simian Baciu Scholarship
_______ Anita Hecht Scholarship
_______ Betsy Tan Scholarship

Check-off list. Make sure that you have completed the following:

_____ Application
  • autobio statement
  • statement of objectives
  • financial statement

_____ Certificate of competence
_____ Transcripts
_____ Letters of Reference
  1.
  2.
  3.

Attach this sheet to the front of your application. This will be the first page of your application.

DEADLINE FOR ALL APPLICATIONS: 29 October 2010